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Abstract. This paper presents preliminary lists of potentially
interesting point-like sources extracted from multicolor data
obtained for a 1.7 square degree region near the South Galactic
Pole. The region has been covered by the ESO Imaging Sur-
vey (EIS) in B,V and I and offers a unique combination of
area and depth. These lists, containing a total of 330 objects
nearly all brighter than I ∼ 21.5, over 1.27 square degrees (af-
ter removing some bad regions), are by-products of the process
of verification and quality control of the object catalogs be-
ing produced. Among the color selected targets are candidate
very low mass stars/brown dwarfs (54), white-dwarfs (32), and
quasars (244). In addition, a probable fast moving asteroid was
identified. The objects presented here are natural candidates for
follow-up spectroscopic observations and illustrate the useful-
ness of the EIS data for a broad range of science and for pro-
viding possible samples for the first year of the VLT.
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1. Introduction
The present paper is the fourth of a series presenting the data
accumulated by the public ESO Imaging Survey (EIS), being
carried out in preparation for the first year of regular opera-
tion of the VLT. As described in previous papers (Renzini &
da Costa 1997, Nonino et al. 1998, hereafter paper I) the main
goals of the EIS project are to conduct an imaging survey suit-
able for finding “rare” objects for follow-up observations with
the VLT and to lay down the groundwork for more ambitious
Send offprint requests to: M. Nonino
wide-field digital, multicolor imaging surveys. The adopted
strategy was designed to search for distant clusters of galax-
ies, quasars, high-redshift galaxies and to identify rare stellar
types.
As part of EIS-wide, observations were obtained in three
passbands (B,V and I) over an area of about 1.7 square degrees
in a region near the South Galactic Pole (EIS-wide patch B).
The region was selected because of the high density of known
intermediate red-shift quasars. The multicolor data for patch
B are now being released and in a separate paper the obser-
vations, calibration and the overall quality of the data are de-
scribed (Prandoni et al. 1998, paper III). In that paper, prelimi-
nary single passband catalogs were presented and evaluated by
comparing the star- and galaxy-counts with models and results
from other surveys and the EIS patch A, presented in paper I.
The good agreement found from these comparisons indicates
that the available data, reduction procedures and object cata-
logs extracted in each of the passbands are reliable. Further-
more, comparison of the observed color distribution for point-
like sources, derived from a preliminary version of a color cata-
log, with predictions of galactic models also shows reasonable
agreement.
Although encouraging, the above results do not fully char-
acterize the color catalog, in particular if it is to be used to
identify different types of objects based on color selection cri-
teria. Target selection based on the location of objects in color-
color space, require a careful investigation of the performance
of the pipeline since any problem may lead to objects with spu-
rious colors. Colors are sensitive to a number of effects such as
the observing conditions, the photometric and astrometric solu-
tions in the different passbands and the de-blending algorithm.
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In order to have a better understanding of the impact of these
effects in the color catalog, in this paper the (B−V ) versus
(V− I) diagram for point-sources is used to select objects lying
in potentially interesting regions of color-color space. These
objects, examined individually, are used to generate prelimi-
nary lists of candidates for different type of objects. The cri-
teria adopted are conservative and not optimal but the results
serve to illustrate the type of objects one may expect to find
and the approximate size of candidate samples for follow-up
spectroscopic observations. Since the data are public, improved
selection can be carried out by other interested groups.
The goals of the present paper are: 1) to test the perfor-
mance of the EIS pipeline in the production of object catalogs;
2) to assess the reliability of the color catalogs being extracted
from the EIS multicolor data; 3) to provide ESO users with lists
of potential VLT targets.
In section 2, the basic characteristics of the color catalog
relevant to the present work are described. In section 3, the
color-color diagram for point-like sources is inspected and em-
pirical color criteria are used to generate a preliminary list of
candidate white-dwarfs, low mass stars and quasars, with a
range of red-shifts. Results and the outlook for the future is
presented in section 4.
2. The Point-Source Color Catalog
The color catalog described here has been constructed from ob-
jects detected in the 150 sec exposures using multicolor data
presented in paper III. Color catalogs extracted from the co-
added images will only be available in the final release.
As discussed in paper III, the generation of a color catalog
for generic use is a complex task given the range of possibili-
ties in its definition, which depends to a large extent on the sci-
ence goals. Since the intention of the present paper is primarily
to understand some general characteristics of the color catalog
and evaluate its usefulness for the primary science goals of the
survey, the following prescription has been adopted. Starting
from the unique catalogs covering the whole patch extracted
from the best available images in each passband (see paper III),
a color catalog is created by associating the objects detected
in the different passbands (see paper I). The final product is a
unique entry for each object, listing the photometric parameters
and flags for each detection in each passband, and information
about the best seeing frames in all bands. This information al-
lows limits on the color for objects not detected in some of the
passbands to be calculated. At this point all detections are con-
sidered, regardless of the band in which they were detected and
the nature of the object (star/galaxy).
It has been found, for instance, that this catalog contains ob-
jects detected in the blue passbands without counterparts in V
and I. Visual inspection of some of these cases, which represent
roughly 2% of the total number of objects for B <
∼
22, shows
that the unusual colors observed come mostly from objects de-
tected at the border of individual frames or along diffraction
spikes of bright stars. Others are due to ghost images present
in the B and V images (see paper III) and to merged images
that are de-blended in some passbands and not in others, de-
pending on the seeing. Even though this is the most general
color catalog, it is not the most convenient catalog to use. This
is especially the case for extended objects for which are con-
taminated by the problems mentioned above and for which one
would like to have the object centroid and measure magnitudes
with the same aperture in all bands. Another problem is that
the star/galaxy classification may vary from band to band, thus
implying that the object classification may not be unique.
To avoid some of these ambiguities, this paper considers
only point-sources as defined in the I-band. The selected sam-
ple includes only objects detected in the I-band brighter than
I = 23.0 and with SExtractor stellarity index ≥ 0.75. In addi-
tion, all objects with non-zero SExtractor and WeightWatcher
flags (paper I) are removed from the catalog, in order to min-
imize contamination by spurious extreme color objects, which
originate from some of the cases described above. It is worth
pointing out that by eliminating all these objects a priori may
discard some interesting cases. The final sample is available at
“http://www.eso.org/eis/”.
Note that star/galaxy classification is only reliable for mag-
nitudes brighter than I ∼ 21.5 and colors were computed using
the mag auto estimator introduced in paper I. The mean error
in the colors are less than 0.15 mag for sources brighter than
the star-galaxy separation limit, and about 0.4 mag near the
limiting magnitude of the sample.
Since the primary goal of this paper is to illustrate the pos-
sible use of EIS data for different science goals and to evaluate
the size of interesting samples for follow-up work, the criteria
adopted have been in general conservative. In particular, in the
selection of targets discussed below only reliable I−band de-
tections, with εI <∼0.2 (S/N >∼ 5) are considered. Furthermore,
to avoid regions of very poor seeing and low transparency,
some regions were discarded, based on the distributions of see-
ing and limiting isophothes shown in paper III, leading to a
sample covering a total area of 1.27 square degrees (e.g., fig-
ure 4).
To illustrate the general properties of the sample the color-
magnitude diagrams V versus (B−V ) and V versus (V − I)
are shown in figure 1 for 3233 point-sources with S/N >
∼
5 in
the I passband. The color distribution for sources brighter than
V = 21 has already been discussed in paper III and compared
with model predictions. This plot is presented in V-band to
make the comparison with other works easier (e.g., Reid and
Majewski 1993). Note that at faint magnitudes (V >
∼
21) in-
completeness in the stellar sample sets in (see paper III). In the
figure blue, (B−V ) ∼ 0.5, and red, (B−V ) ∼ 1.5 concentra-
tions are clearly seen for V >
∼
18.5. This reflects the typical bi-
modal color distribution observed for faint stars at high-galactic
latitude, with the blue peak arising from the turnoff of the main
sequence for low-metalicity halo stars and the red peak from
disk stars. Note that the blue peak is well-defined in the magni-
tude range 18.5 < V < 21.5. For fainter magnitudes it fades
away partly due to the incompleteness of the catalog and partly
because at this magnitude limit one is approaching the outer
parts of the halo.
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Fig. 1. Color-magnitude diagrams for EIS point-like sources.
From the figure one sees that for V >
∼
19 there is a large
number of objects bluer than the concentration associated with
the halo stars, and for V >
∼
21.5 there is a population of very
red objects with (V− I)> 3.5. Both are examples of interesting
populations, the identification of which is better explored using
the color-color diagram as discussed in the following section.
3. Target Selection
Figure 2 shows the color-color diagrams for the 3233 objects
detected (S/N >5) in the I passband and the 345 objects de-
tected in V and I only (S/N >5). The plot includes all ob-
jects brighter than I = 23. For non-detections in B (hereafter
B-dropouts) an estimate of the B limiting magnitude has been
measured on the best seeing frame. The limiting magnitude is
defined to be a 1σ detection within the area corresponding to
the seeing-disk as measured in the I-band. From this an esti-
mate of the lower limit on the (B−V ) color is calculated. In
addition to the B-dropouts, there are objects only detected in
the I-band, for which the lower limit in (V − I) is similarly
computed. While a large number of these objects is expected
if one considers the sample as a whole (because of the relative
bright limiting magnitudes of the V images), objects brighter
than I ∼ 21 are the most interesting and are the ones consid-
ered in more detail below.
For comparison with the previous figures, figure 3 shows
the locus of main sequence, giants, white dwarf and brown
dwarf stars. The stellar locus for main sequence, subgiant- and
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Fig. 2. Color-color diagram for EIS point-sources. Left-panel: those detected in all three passbands. Right-panel: those detected
in V and I but not B, for which the lower limit in (B−V) is indicated.
red-giant branch stars typical of the old low-metallicity halo
and the young solar-type metallicity disk was taken from the
models of Bertelli et al. (1994) extending down to 0.6 M⊙.
The color-color cooling sequence for pure-Hydrogen WD was
taken from Bergeron, Wesemael, & Beauchamp (1995). Fi-
nally, the locus for very low mass stars and/or brown dwarfs
down to 0.08 M⊙ is taken from the models of Baraffe et al.
(1998). This curves are presented in the Jonhson-Cousins sys-
tem, close to the EIS magnitude system except for the B−band
(paper III). However, the differences are relatively small and
have no significant impact on the adopted selection criteria de-
scribed below.
Also shown in figure 3 is the track of quasars in the color-
color diagram as a function of redshift and the typical color
scatter along the sequence due to the different assumptions for
their typical spectra and intervening absorption. QSO colors
were simulated using synthetic QSO spectra, which cover a
range of intrinsic spectral properties, and the response func-
tions of the EIS filters (paper I). The method is the same as that
used by Warren, Hewett & Osmer (1994) and Hall et al. (1996),
and is a modified version of the method of Warren et al. (1991).
QSO spectra were synthesised assuming that the QSO contin-
uum has the form of a single power law with spectral index
α (S(ν) ∝ να) and assuming fixed emission line strengths rel-
ative to Lyα+NV. Three different values of the spectral index
α = (−0.25,−0.75,−1.25) were used, and three different val-
ues for the emission line strength, defined by the Lyα+NV rest-
frame equivalent width, EW(Lyα+NV)=(42, 84 and 168A˚). For
each set of assumptions, spectra were generated at intervals of
0.1 in z over the range (3.0< z < 5.0). Absorption by interven-
ing HI was taken into account by simulating absorption spectra,
following the method of Warren, Hewett & Osmer (1994) and
based on the work of Møller and Jacobsen (1990). For each
set of intrinsic properties, ten QSO spectra were generated at
each z step, each using a different realization of the absorption
spectrum appropriate for that redshift. Thus at each redshift a
total of 90 spectra were generated. Because patch B is close to
the South Galactic Pole galactic extinction was neglected in the
present calculation. Figure 3 shows the median and the scatter
corresponding to the various simulations as a function of red-
shift.
In addition, in figure 3 all the 19 known quasars present in
the field are shown in their measured EIS magnitudes. These
quasars have redshifts, taken from the literature, in the range
0.4 < z < 2.96.
Comparison of the color-color diagram for the data and
model predictions shows at least four regions of potential in-
terest. These regions are schematically shown in figure 3 and
their limits are given in table 1. Objects in region I are candi-
date very low mass stars (VLM) or brown dwarf stars (BD),
those in region II are candidate white dwarfs (WD). Candidate
quasars (QSO) at different redshifts should lie in regions III
and IV. Below preliminary lists for these objects are presented
in tables which give: in column (1) the object name; in columns
(2) and (3) the J2000 coordinates; in columns (4) and (5) the I
magnitude and its error estimate εI ; in columns (6) and (7) the
(B-V) color and its error estimate ε(B−V ); in columns (8) and (9)
the (V − I) color and its error estimate ε(V−I); and in column
(10) notes or comments on the individual objects, whenever
necessary. In the cases where the (B−V) and/or (V − I) colors
are lower limits, the measure is preceded by a > sign and the
error in the color is the error in the magnitude in the passband
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Table 1. Definition of regions of interest in figure 3 for candidate objects.
Region Cand. Objects Definition
I VLM/BD (V − I)≥ 3.5
II WD (V − I)≤ 0.5 and (B−V )≤ 0.5
III QSO



−0.25 < (V − I)< 0.5and (B−V )> 0.5
0.5 < (V − I)< 2.0and (B−V )> 0.86(V − I)+0.29
2.0 < (V − I)< 3.5and (B−V )> 2.0
IV QSO Low z 0.5 < (V − I)< 1.0 and −0.25 < (B−V )< 0.25
Fig. 3. Theoretical color-color plot for different type of objects.
The solid line shows the location of main sequence, sub- and
red-giant branch stars of an old halo, low metallicity, stellar
population model taken from Bertelli et al. (1994). The dotted
line shows the location of main sequence, sub- and red-giant
branch stars of a young disk, solar metallicity, stellar popula-
tion model taken from Bertelli et al. (1994). The short-dashed
line shows the location of a WD pure Hydrogen cooling se-
quence taken from Bergeron, Wesemael, & Beauchamp (1995).
The long-dashed line shows the location of 5 Gyr old BD stars
with solar metallicity, taken from Baraffe et al. (1998). The
color track for QSOs at different redshifts (3.05 < z < 5.00)
are shown by triangles while the dots indicate the typical scat-
ter around the median for the different parameters of the spec-
tral properties and absorbers of high-redshift quasars (see text).
Also shown (stars) are the EIS colors of the known quasars
present in the EIS catalog which have redshifts in the range
0.4 < z < 2.96.
in which the object is detected. For objects not detected in two
passbands the error in the color is set to zero in the tables.
3.1. Rare Stellar-type Candidates
One of the interesting regions of the color-color diagram is
the region redder than (V − I) ≥ 3.5 (region I). Objects in
this region extend well beyond the track defined by main-
sequence stars with masses greater than 0.6M⊙. Therefore, this
region should be populated primarily by very low mass stars
(0.6 > M/M⊙ > 0.1) in the disk and/or brown dwarfs. An-
other possibility is that they are asymptotic giant and red gi-
ant branch stars. However, this is unlikely because there should
be few of them in this color and magnitude range since they
would have to be high metallicity objects at very large distances
from the Sun (∼ 100kpc). Even though unlikely, considering
the size of the area covered by the EIS multicolor data, this
region of the color space could also be populated by very high-
redshift QSOs with very large (B−V ), which could appear as
B non-detections. In this region there are 18 detections (listed
in table 2); 22 B-dropouts with (V − I)≥ 3.5, all brighter than
I = 20 (listed in table 3); and 14 objects with I <
∼
21, which
are only detected in the I-band (listed in table 4). In the tables
with “rare” stellar objects (2, 3, and 4), the following naming
convention has been adopted: VLM, for very low mass candi-
dates, VLMB, for very low mass B-dropouts, and VLMI, for
the objects only detected in the I−band.
Since extreme colors could be caused by some unexpected
artifact all these cases have been visually inspected, and all
seem to be legitimate candidates. Note, however, that in the
course of the inspection the two brightest objects in this sample
exhibited a strange morphology in the coadded image appear-
ing to be a “double” star, with the two objects having almost
exactly the same magnitude, I = 17.46± 0.01, and a few arc-
secs of separation. This prompted the examination of the two
single frames, which showed a single slightly elongated ob-
ject that occupies different positions in the two single exposure
images. The object was observed at α = 00h49m37s.71, δ =
−29◦50′58′′.7, JD = 50696.3174202 and α = 00h49m37s.76,
δ = −29◦50′56′′.7, JD = 50696.32054438. This fact strongly
suggests that this object is probably a relatively fast moving as-
teroid. However, no known asteroids were found to be at the
observed position during the nights the observations were con-
ducted. This example of a serendipitous source demonstrates
the need to implement tools in the EIS pipeline to search for
transient phenomena present in the survey such as high proper-
motion objects, variables, supernovae.
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Fig. 4. Projected distribution of star-like objects which shows: all stellar objects detected in the selected area of patch B (dots);
low-mass candidates found in region I of the color-color diagram of figure 3 (filled circles); and WD candidates in region II
(filled triangles)
Another potentially interesting population is that defined by
objects in region II of figure 3. These objects are clearly visible
in figure 1 at magnitudes V >
∼
19.5. These blue objects could
be either relatively hot (young) disk white dwarfs or blue hor-
izontal branch (HB), low-metallicity halo stars. However, for
V >
∼
20 HB stars would be located at >
∼
100 kpc, where the den-
sity should be extremely small for standard galactic structure
models. There are 32 objects in region II which are listed in
table 5. The adopted cut-off in (V − I) (see table 1) was cho-
sen based on cooling sequence of disk white dwarfs (Bergeron,
Wesemael, & Beauchamp 1995) shown in figure 3. We em-
phasize that the criterion adopted is somewhat arbitrary and it
is used simply to illustrate the possible identification of these
objects. As can be seen from figure 3, this sample can be con-
taminated by low redshift quasars. In fact table 5 contains 2
already known quasar which are identified (name and redshift
from the Simbad database). The U-band data will be useful to
sort out these cases.
Finally, figure 4 shows the spatial distribution of these var-
ious candidates. Note that the northeast edge of the patch has
been removed because of the incompleteness of the B-band cat-
alogs. Similarly, a region along the southern edge was removed
because of the incompleteness in the I-band catalog. A small
trimming of the whole region has also been done yielding a
total area of 1.27 square degrees.
3.2. Quasar Candidates
From simulations of QSO tracks (figure 3) high redshift QSOs
(3 < z < 5) can be found in region III of the color-color dia-
gram, while the available sample of known low redshift QSOs
populate region IV (see figure 3, Osmer et al. 1998). The rough
criteria used to define region III (table 1) were chosen based on
the simulated QSO track. The blue part was chosen to be paral-
lel to the stellar locus but shifted to minimize the contamination
by stars. Several improvements in the selection can be made to
take into account the errors in colors, as a function of the mag-
nitude, and to optimize the yield based on the expected density
of objects of different types. Since the parent sample is public,
interested groups are likely to make significant refinements to
the selection criteria adopted here.
In region III there are 70 objects detected in all three pass-
bands. These are listed in table 6. In addition, there are 126
objects that are detected in V and I but not detected in B (hence
have lower limits in (B−V)) that could also lie in region IV.
These objects are listed in table 7. Note that, since the depth of
the B images varies across the patch, the limits on (B−V ) are
more meaningful in some areas than others. The depth of the B
frames corresponding to each object can be calculated from the
V magnitude and the (B−V ) limits given in table 6. In the ta-
bles the following naming convention has been adopted: QSO
and QSOB stand for objects in region III detected in all three
bands ( >
∼
3.0) and B-dropouts candidates, respectively.
Adopting the criteria given in table 1 for region IV, where
QSOs with z <
∼
3 are likely to be found, one finds 48 stellar
objects which are listed in table 8. This table includes 6 known
QSOs, as indicated (name and redshift are from the Simbad
database). In the table QLZ stands for low redshift (z <
∼
3.0)
quasars. Note, however, that with the follow-up observations in
U−band to be carried out later this year, it will be possible to
select low-z QSOs more efficiently.
Figure 5 show the projected sky distribution of the QSO
candidates. This figure should be compared with those for the
seeing and the limiting magnitudes presented in paper III to
investigate possible correlations between the QSO candidates
and the quality of the data, especially the B-dropouts or those
detected only in the I-band. At first glance there is no obvi-
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Fig. 5. Projected distribution of quasar candidates at low (filled circles), intermediate and high redshift (filled triangles). The
adopted selection criteria are discussed in the text.
ous correlation as the QSO candidates seem to be uniformly
distributed over the surveyed area.
4. Summary and Outlook
The ESO Imaging Survey is being carried out to help the se-
lection of targets for the first year of operation of VLT. This
paper presents some examples of possible candidates of inter-
est, giving special emphasis to stellar populations and quasars.
Using the area covered by the survey one is able to find can-
didate WDs and red objects likely to be associated with very
low mass stars or brown dwarfs. A preliminary list is also
presented for quasars. These lists and image postage stamps
in all three passbands are also available in the ESO Science
Archive server which allows the examination of the candidates
(“http://www.eso.org/eis/”). Finding charts can also be easily
extracted. Also available is the parent color sample from which
these candidates have been defined. It is important to empha-
size that in addition to providing these preliminary lists, the
present work has been an essential part in understanding the
characteristics of the color catalogs being produced and for the
verification of their reliability.
Improvements in the sample selection are certainly possi-
ble. Since the data are publicly available, interested groups may
refine the selection criteria and produce their own samples. The
present results lead to samples that are of the order of 50 to 100
candidates each. The yield will only be defined by follow-up
spectroscopic observations. Much larger samples will be avail-
able from the Pilot Survey to be carried out with the new wide-
field camera (mecWIDE) on the 2.2 m telescope at La Silla.
The present exploratory work has been done on a relatively
small sample with preliminary selection criteria and by han-
dling the data in a standard way. Nevertheless, it has already
demonstrated the need for providing users with more informa-
tion than possible with traditional catalogs, as emphasized by
several other groups. The exercise points out the need for the
development of an object-oriented database and tools to inspect
the multi-dimensional space of magnitudes, colors and extrac-
tion parameters. In addition, full exploration of the data also
requires tools to facilitate the cross-identification of detected
objects with available databases in other wavelengths and with
spectral information, and to handle time-dependent informa-
tion obtained in the course of deep surveys.
The integration of EIS and the program being developed
by the ESO Science Archive Group is an essential step in the
process of translating results from multicolor deep (co-added)
imaging surveys into target lists for the VLT. The Pilot Survey
to be conducted on the 2.2m telescope early next year offers the
ideal test case to define the basic science-driven requirements
for data mining the associated database. However, in order to
take full advantage of the new opportunities in a timely fashion,
as required to support VLT-science, a significant effort must
be made well beyond what has been done for EIS. As gener-
ally recognized, the coming of age of large, digital, multicolor
imaging surveys creates new demands for more efficient ways
of extracting information. The development of these tools and
of efficient unsupervised pipelines is currently the major chal-
lenge for the optimal extraction of valuable scientific results.
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Table 2. Very Low-Mass Star Candidates.
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS VLM 1 004530.77 −295341.8 19.04 0.01 1.82 0.41 4.14 0.19
EIS VLM 2 004557.66 −293220.1 19.36 0.02 0.89 0.41 3.70 0.26
EIS VLM 3 004713.69 −293938.1 19.00 0.02 1.36 0.46 4.17 0.22
EIS VLM 4 004715.38 −291927.6 18.17 0.01 1.79 0.29 3.59 0.08
EIS VLM 5 004749.07 −294032.3 19.46 0.02 0.96 0.37 3.77 0.16
EIS VLM 6 004923.17 −292758.6 19.11 0.02 0.72 0.44 4.42 0.19
EIS VLM 7 004953.47 −295258.9 17.08 0.00 1.55 0.10 3.54 0.02
EIS VLM 8 005000.31 −293421.9 19.33 0.01 1.55 0.42 3.62 0.15
EIS VLM 9 005018.26 −292731.2 18.34 0.01 1.59 0.25 3.59 0.06
EIS VLM 10 005026.08 −294038.3 20.07 0.03 1.52 0.46 3.64 0.25
EIS VLM 11 005056.76 −293817.5 18.18 0.01 1.99 0.21 3.62 0.07
EIS VLM 12 005304.15 −293719.4 18.50 0.01 1.52 0.29 4.49 0.13
EIS VLM 13 005318.17 −295225.2 18.81 0.01 2.28 0.39 3.62 0.10
EIS VLM 14 005324.08 −293640.7 19.86 0.02 0.53 0.34 3.91 0.22
EIS VLM 15 005344.66 −295303.5 18.94 0.01 1.58 0.25 3.60 0.12
EIS VLM 16 005356.07 −294007.4 19.42 0.02 1.14 0.35 3.60 0.26
EIS VLM 17 005357.00 −294536.7 20.18 0.04 1.13 0.48 3.56 0.27
EIS VLM 18 005358.58 −293534.5 19.62 0.02 1.35 0.49 3.87 0.29
Table 3. Very Low-Mass Star Candidates B-dropout.
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS VLMB 1 004442.23 −295124.4 20.62 0.05 > 1.87 0.43 3.61 0.44
EIS VLMB 2 004506.24 −294820.5 20.73 0.05 > 1.76 0.29 3.77 0.29
EIS VLMB 3 004513.27 −291857.3 20.92 0.12 > 1.07 0.47 3.80 0.48
EIS VLMB 4 004604.51 −294715.3 20.19 0.03 > 2.25 0.28 3.73 0.28
EIS VLMB 5 004610.71 −292858.7 19.84 0.02 > 2.23 0.17 3.56 0.17
EIS VLMB 6 004628.66 −293236.0 20.16 0.03 > 1.77 0.36 3.66 0.36
EIS VLMB 7 004643.65 −293413.2 19.87 0.03 > 1.34 0.37 4.53 0.37
EIS VLMB 8 004704.82 −295151.0 19.43 0.02 > 2.23 0.23 4.32 0.23
EIS VLMB 9 004830.31 −292237.1 18.98 0.01 > 2.37 0.11 3.81 0.11
EIS VLMB 10 004834.99 −295313.0 20.47 0.05 > 1.42 0.33 3.51 0.34
EIS VLMB 11 004835.42 −294632.0 19.76 0.04 > 1.85 0.25 3.82 0.26
EIS VLMB 12 004842.70 −294506.5 20.76 0.08 > 1.44 0.38 3.69 0.39
EIS VLMB 13 004921.62 −292937.8 20.68 0.05 > 1.55 0.27 3.58 0.27
EIS VLMB 14 004925.57 −294508.3 20.88 0.06 > 1.66 0.32 3.61 0.33
EIS VLMB 15 005018.77 −293934.8 19.02 0.01 > 2.60 0.19 4.41 0.19
EIS VLMB 16 005034.15 −291749.1 18.49 0.01 > 2.48 0.12 4.12 0.12
EIS VLMB 17 005046.36 −292025.1 19.79 0.03 > 1.24 0.21 3.85 0.21
EIS VLMB 18 005048.39 −292454.2 19.40 0.02 > 2.62 0.14 3.52 0.14
EIS VLMB 19 005121.59 −293335.3 20.46 0.04 > 1.87 0.25 3.62 0.25
EIS VLMB 20 005154.63 −293948.9 20.40 0.04 > 1.80 0.24 3.88 0.25
EIS VLMB 21 005304.07 −293308.7 21.03 0.07 > 1.33 0.43 3.54 0.43
EIS VLMB 22 005340.06 −294746.9 20.30 0.04 > 1.91 0.24 3.78 0.24
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Table 4. Very Low-Mass Star Candidates, only detected in the I−band.
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS VLMI 1 004436.65 −295344.9 20.91 0.06 > 0.56 0.00 > 4.73 0.06
EIS VLMI 2 004515.04 −293940.8 20.77 0.08 > 0.39 0.00 > 4.84 0.08
EIS VLMI 3 004524.37 −292657.3 20.76 0.05 > 0.32 0.00 > 4.80 0.05
EIS VLMI 4 004642.81 −291340.4 20.87 0.08 > 0.43 0.00 > 4.61 0.08
EIS VLMI 5 004712.02 −294646.0 20.55 0.05 > 0.39 0.00 > 5.14 0.05
EIS VLMI 6 004718.22 −295221.0 20.81 0.06 > 0.44 0.00 > 4.89 0.06
EIS VLMI 7 004822.93 −291803.9 20.72 0.06 > 0.06 0.00 > 4.87 0.06
EIS VLMI 8 004856.05 −295056.8 20.58 0.14 >−0.26 0.00 > 4.89 0.14
EIS VLMI 9 004955.83 −293959.6 20.89 0.06 > 0.37 0.00 > 4.89 0.06
EIS VLMI 10 005013.53 −291434.1 20.25 0.04 >−0.23 0.00 > 5.24 0.04
EIS VLMI 11 005132.16 −294951.6 20.98 0.06 > 0.54 0.00 > 4.64 0.06
EIS VLMI 12 005221.08 −293841.0 20.90 0.06 > 0.37 0.00 > 4.83 0.06
EIS VLMI 13 005224.19 −294743.8 20.86 0.06 > 0.53 0.00 > 4.83 0.06
EIS VLMI 14 005329.09 −294435.2 20.02 0.03 > 0.55 0.00 > 5.42 0.03
Table 5. Candidate White Dwarfs
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I) Notes
EIS WD 1 004503.90 −291416.9 18.39 0.02 0.32 0.01 0.34 0.02
EIS WD 2 004545.94 −294736.4 18.93 0.01 0.32 0.01 0.40 0.01
EIS WD 3 004546.93 −291730.3 20.55 0.07 0.47 0.05 0.37 0.07
EIS WD 4 004713.29 −292252.4 21.04 0.07 0.20 0.06 0.30 0.08
EIS WD 5 004741.21 −292536.8 21.55 0.09 0.17 0.10 0.43 0.10
EIS WD 6 004746.22 −292639.5 20.96 0.07 0.39 0.08 0.48 0.08
EIS WD 7 004801.88 −294202.3 19.47 0.02 0.16 0.02 0.29 0.02
EIS WD 8 004806.62 −293918.0 19.84 0.03 −0.04 0.01 −0.07 0.03
EIS WD 9 004815.99 −292416.8 19.46 0.02 0.38 0.02 0.40 0.02
EIS WD 10 004820.09 −293936.7 20.83 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.27 0.07
EIS WD 11 004842.47 −292934.6 18.34 0.01 0.25 0.01 0.40 0.01
EIS WD 12 004844.90 −291824.0 19.96 0.03 0.47 0.04 0.47 0.04
EIS WD 13 004851.47 −294038.6 21.62 0.13 0.08 0.08 0.22 0.14
EIS WD 14 004853.04 −292437.5 20.61 0.05 0.40 0.05 0.48 0.06
EIS WD 15 004859.20 −294302.3 17.89 0.00 0.18 0.01 0.30 0.01
EIS WD 16 004908.36 −293618.4 19.75 0.02 0.45 0.02 0.37 0.03
EIS WD 17 004911.34 −293933.1 19.17 0.01 0.12 0.01 0.45 0.02
EIS WD 18 004924.64 −292659.4 19.94 0.04 0.28 0.03 0.34 0.04
EIS WD 19 004927.36 −293856.4 21.88 0.13 0.26 0.11 0.24 0.15
EIS WD 20 004930.88 −291433.6 20.99 0.07 0.33 0.09 0.44 0.08
EIS WD 21 004943.17 −294105.3 20.49 0.05 0.19 0.04 0.29 0.05
EIS WD 22 004954.72 −293210.0 20.87 0.05 0.07 0.05 0.46 0.06
EIS WD 23 004958.70 −291615.4 19.53 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.22 0.02
EIS WD 24 005030.48 −292424.8 20.41 0.04 0.10 0.03 −0.11 0.04
EIS WD 25 005037.90 −292245.6 18.96 0.01 −0.01 0.01 −0.26 0.01 ICS96 004812.3-293904
EIS WD 26 005049.29 −292047.1 20.65 0.06 0.29 0.10 0.50 0.07
EIS WD 27 005055.45 −291440.6 21.62 0.12 0.02 0.22 0.27 0.14
EIS WD 28 005100.78 −293326.1 18.75 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.38 0.01 [CS83] 0048-2982, z = 2.439
EIS WD 29 005100.94 −293615.6 20.00 0.02 0.38 0.03 0.46 0.03
EIS WD 30 005156.64 −293223.5 20.97 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.08 0.06
EIS WD 31 005236.64 −293840.6 21.24 0.08 0.18 0.08 0.44 0.09
EIS WD 32 005342.87 −293227.0 20.42 0.04 0.41 0.04 0.41 0.04
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Table 6. Quasar Candidates.
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS QSO 1 004441.79 −292610.9 21.78 0.13 1.36 0.29 0.71 0.16
EIS QSO 2 004443.33 −292322.3 21.45 0.08 1.48 0.37 1.14 0.15
EIS QSO 3 004445.68 −292935.1 21.60 0.10 1.00 0.21 0.60 0.13
EIS QSO 4 004446.71 −294325.5 21.93 0.17 1.59 0.27 0.56 0.24
EIS QSO 5 004449.24 −293455.8 20.15 0.04 2.14 0.29 2.26 0.11
EIS QSO 6 004459.01 −292856.7 18.73 0.01 2.17 0.52 3.49 0.08
EIS QSO 7 004500.80 −294009.1 20.68 0.07 2.02 0.30 2.11 0.15
EIS QSO 8 004501.81 −293120.5 20.71 0.06 1.92 0.30 1.80 0.20
EIS QSO 9 004507.46 −294645.8 21.85 0.12 1.42 0.38 1.23 0.25
EIS QSO 10 004514.51 −293405.4 20.14 0.04 2.08 0.29 2.35 0.18
EIS QSO 11 004523.16 −293445.3 20.70 0.06 1.34 0.15 0.98 0.11
EIS QSO 12 004524.25 −291345.4 21.92 0.14 1.24 0.30 0.74 0.24
EIS QSO 13 004527.27 −292642.6 21.79 0.11 1.66 0.39 0.91 0.18
EIS QSO 14 004540.05 −295101.0 20.58 0.06 1.47 0.13 0.53 0.11
EIS QSO 15 004543.67 −294653.1 21.67 0.11 1.09 0.19 0.67 0.18
EIS QSO 16 004543.68 −294634.4 20.67 0.05 2.82 0.34 2.03 0.15
EIS QSO 17 004617.85 −293650.2 21.35 0.09 1.83 0.37 1.76 0.23
EIS QSO 18 004627.15 −291630.6 19.46 0.03 2.03 0.33 2.58 0.10
EIS QSO 19 004642.42 −291839.0 19.02 0.03 2.07 0.29 2.58 0.08
EIS QSO 20 004644.64 −293520.1 19.31 0.02 2.04 0.23 2.56 0.12
EIS QSO 21 004645.69 −295317.7 20.38 0.05 2.75 1.04 2.64 0.27
EIS QSO 22 004646.81 −293040.5 20.24 0.04 2.18 0.43 2.39 0.15
EIS QSO 23 004649.87 −295144.0 22.10 0.18 0.84 0.22 0.35 0.26
EIS QSO 24 004658.17 −295141.1 21.83 0.12 1.99 0.45 0.67 0.23
EIS QSO 25 004700.65 −292901.3 20.81 0.06 1.02 0.15 0.62 0.10
EIS QSO 26 004704.48 −295019.8 21.67 0.11 1.37 0.38 0.99 0.29
EIS QSO 27 004709.86 −292240.5 21.73 0.10 1.42 0.26 0.40 0.13
EIS QSO 28 004711.39 −293238.8 20.86 0.06 1.05 0.10 0.62 0.08
EIS QSO 29 004753.17 −293918.8 18.89 0.01 2.04 0.22 3.22 0.08
EIS QSO 30 004754.67 −293001.2 21.91 0.11 1.13 0.34 0.91 0.17
EIS QSO 31 004824.72 −293238.1 20.41 0.04 0.82 0.04 0.40 0.04
EIS QSO 32 004851.66 −291426.5 19.81 0.03 2.08 0.31 2.50 0.10
EIS QSO 33 004905.87 −294259.1 19.74 0.02 2.20 0.26 2.73 0.11
EIS QSO 34 004915.26 −294437.8 21.84 0.13 1.59 0.38 1.52 0.25
EIS QSO 35 004917.97 −294118.0 20.57 0.05 1.50 0.17 1.39 0.09
EIS QSO 36 004926.05 −294609.4 20.10 0.04 2.03 0.50 2.20 0.13
EIS QSO 37 004932.48 −293118.1 19.41 0.02 2.21 0.38 3.29 0.14
EIS QSO 38 004952.12 −293142.8 21.56 0.10 1.28 0.26 1.01 0.16
EIS QSO 39 004958.93 −295048.0 18.57 0.01 2.68 0.29 2.47 0.04
EIS QSO 40 005004.00 −294648.0 19.96 0.03 2.11 0.50 2.86 0.15
EIS QSO 41 005017.07 −292853.4 19.40 0.02 2.03 0.37 2.88 0.09
EIS QSO 42 005026.94 −291836.4 21.95 0.17 0.50 0.27 0.19 0.19
EIS QSO 43 005028.30 −294029.9 20.66 0.05 1.88 0.36 1.82 0.12
EIS QSO 44 005032.21 −293104.0 21.96 0.11 0.96 0.21 0.50 0.19
EIS QSO 45 005035.42 −294147.7 21.10 0.07 1.62 0.26 1.34 0.17
EIS QSO 46 005038.87 −292242.3 21.94 0.13 1.21 0.31 0.75 0.17
EIS QSO 47 005039.04 −293156.3 21.45 0.10 1.31 0.33 1.10 0.18
EIS QSO 48 005042.90 −294004.8 20.84 0.06 2.08 0.41 2.34 0.19
EIS QSO 49 005044.44 −294837.4 20.33 0.04 2.28 0.44 2.33 0.17
EIS QSO 50 005112.46 −293508.7 21.58 0.10 1.72 0.29 1.22 0.15
EIS QSO 51 005137.90 −294926.9 21.73 0.11 0.75 0.26 0.45 0.27
EIS QSO 52 005139.14 −293857.7 19.39 0.02 2.16 0.37 3.11 0.11
EIS QSO 53 005141.77 −294800.4 20.35 0.04 1.27 0.05 0.23 0.05
EIS QSO 54 005147.19 −294145.3 20.32 0.04 2.05 0.30 2.11 0.14
EIS QSO 55 005149.34 −294326.1 20.03 0.03 2.29 0.40 2.63 0.13
EIS QSO 56 005151.09 −294158.0 21.58 0.10 1.72 0.41 1.54 0.19
EIS QSO 57 005157.52 −293935.2 20.27 0.04 2.35 0.55 2.63 0.19
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Table 6. Continued.
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS QSO 58 005200.10 −293826.4 19.74 0.02 2.22 0.39 2.66 0.12
EIS QSO 59 005200.58 −295155.4 19.94 0.03 2.13 0.38 2.54 0.23
EIS QSO 60 005215.43 −295024.9 19.53 0.10 2.12 0.28 2.61 0.20
EIS QSO 61 005218.14 −294425.2 19.42 0.02 0.84 0.03 0.57 0.02
EIS QSO 62 005220.53 −293511.1 21.44 0.09 1.17 0.13 0.51 0.11
EIS QSO 63 005304.09 −294021.9 19.64 0.02 2.24 0.35 2.42 0.08
EIS QSO 64 005307.12 −293313.0 19.75 0.02 2.12 0.38 2.73 0.10
EIS QSO 65 005309.86 −295204.1 19.26 0.02 2.02 0.27 3.40 0.12
EIS QSO 66 005342.79 −294053.4 19.54 0.03 2.23 0.23 2.32 0.09
EIS QSO 67 005344.89 −293413.2 20.68 0.05 2.36 0.50 2.18 0.20
EIS QSO 68 005350.63 −295206.5 21.80 0.14 1.56 0.43 1.48 0.29
EIS QSO 69 005351.90 −295235.8 19.47 0.02 2.00 0.26 2.55 0.11
EIS QSO 70 005355.95 −293157.9 22.00 0.13 1.05 0.23 0.46 0.20
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Table 7. Quasar Candidates (B-dropouts).
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS QSOB 1 004443.60 −294415.6 20.94 0.08 > 2.29 0.41 2.88 0.41
EIS QSOB 2 004446.83 −292512.3 20.84 0.05 > 2.43 0.22 2.70 0.22
EIS QSOB 3 004449.53 −291709.5 20.43 0.13 > 1.89 0.29 3.24 0.31
EIS QSOB 4 004459.22 −293404.5 20.10 0.04 > 2.51 0.18 3.16 0.18
EIS QSOB 5 004504.54 −292652.9 20.64 0.07 > 3.00 0.20 1.90 0.21
EIS QSOB 6 004511.56 −291327.9 19.87 0.03 > 3.26 0.18 2.79 0.18
EIS QSOB 7 004514.48 −291658.2 20.92 0.11 > 2.57 0.30 2.35 0.32
EIS QSOB 8 004527.11 −295148.2 20.81 0.05 > 2.11 0.26 3.36 0.26
EIS QSOB 9 004535.39 −293339.5 20.62 0.05 > 2.88 0.22 2.45 0.23
EIS QSOB 10 004537.95 −294027.1 20.94 0.12 > 2.46 0.30 2.51 0.33
EIS QSOB 11 004546.59 −291744.2 20.87 0.13 > 1.96 0.27 2.88 0.30
EIS QSOB 12 004552.35 −292844.7 20.33 0.03 > 2.58 0.17 2.99 0.17
EIS QSOB 13 004559.03 −291550.4 20.53 0.10 > 2.73 0.19 2.50 0.22
EIS QSOB 14 004602.32 −292613.9 20.58 0.04 > 1.89 0.36 3.24 0.36
EIS QSOB 15 004603.03 −292824.6 20.35 0.04 > 2.51 0.16 2.85 0.16
EIS QSOB 16 004610.49 −294524.2 20.82 0.08 > 1.98 0.30 3.22 0.31
EIS QSOB 17 004615.88 −292226.7 20.89 0.05 > 2.39 0.15 2.35 0.16
EIS QSOB 18 004621.42 −292351.2 20.90 0.05 > 1.69 0.23 3.00 0.24
EIS QSOB 19 004623.17 −292442.5 20.04 0.04 > 2.29 0.14 2.91 0.14
EIS QSOB 20 004625.30 −292223.0 20.77 0.05 > 2.68 0.12 2.14 0.13
EIS QSOB 21 004627.31 −292240.1 20.48 0.04 > 2.45 0.14 2.69 0.14
EIS QSOB 22 004627.38 −295312.9 20.41 0.04 > 2.64 0.31 3.13 0.31
EIS QSOB 23 004635.01 −291610.1 20.55 0.08 > 2.90 0.17 2.44 0.18
EIS QSOB 24 004635.45 −291632.5 20.15 0.07 > 2.87 0.18 2.68 0.19
EIS QSOB 25 004635.55 −294914.4 20.77 0.06 > 2.72 0.24 2.49 0.25
EIS QSOB 26 004637.12 −294620.3 20.81 0.06 > 3.25 0.18 2.11 0.19
EIS QSOB 27 004639.14 −293137.9 20.80 0.06 > 2.59 0.24 2.19 0.25
EIS QSOB 28 004640.80 −291514.7 20.24 0.08 > 2.75 0.25 2.73 0.26
EIS QSOB 29 004648.08 −294043.9 20.46 0.07 > 2.65 0.20 2.89 0.21
EIS QSOB 30 004652.18 −292357.5 20.94 0.06 > 2.55 0.20 2.10 0.21
EIS QSOB 31 004652.77 −291602.0 20.71 0.09 > 2.32 0.24 2.86 0.25
EIS QSOB 32 004658.63 −295055.5 20.80 0.08 > 2.10 0.33 2.97 0.34
EIS QSOB 33 004658.86 −292628.7 20.05 0.03 > 2.50 0.16 3.19 0.16
EIS QSOB 34 004704.25 −292848.2 20.89 0.05 > 2.24 0.27 2.81 0.28
EIS QSOB 35 004704.44 −292518.8 20.76 0.05 > 3.14 0.16 1.96 0.16
EIS QSOB 36 004707.58 −293300.3 20.62 0.05 > 1.87 0.20 3.18 0.21
EIS QSOB 37 004709.19 −293658.3 20.42 0.04 > 3.32 0.19 2.11 0.19
EIS QSOB 38 004711.70 −295059.8 20.46 0.04 > 2.49 0.31 3.16 0.32
EIS QSOB 39 004711.71 −291521.8 20.21 0.09 > 2.39 0.27 3.17 0.28
EIS QSOB 40 004712.91 −292243.9 20.91 0.06 > 2.52 0.17 2.41 0.18
EIS QSOB 41 004719.76 −293701.4 20.72 0.06 > 2.27 0.26 2.78 0.26
EIS QSOB 42 004725.12 −293508.5 20.79 0.06 > 1.88 0.42 3.15 0.43
EIS QSOB 43 004729.97 −295322.3 20.43 0.05 > 3.16 0.23 2.37 0.23
EIS QSOB 44 004730.99 −291719.9 20.31 0.08 > 2.77 0.16 2.59 0.18
EIS QSOB 45 004735.96 −294142.4 20.86 0.06 > 2.50 0.19 2.73 0.20
EIS QSOB 46 004750.55 −292619.1 20.70 0.07 > 2.11 0.19 2.91 0.20
EIS QSOB 47 004750.86 −291949.7 20.45 0.04 > 3.11 0.11 2.16 0.11
EIS QSOB 48 004810.07 −294141.5 20.21 0.04 > 3.62 0.16 2.17 0.17
EIS QSOB 49 004810.48 −291921.9 20.57 0.06 > 2.73 0.12 2.24 0.14
EIS QSOB 50 004817.74 −294120.1 20.77 0.06 > 2.51 0.21 2.79 0.22
EIS QSOB 51 004827.26 −291857.3 20.81 0.06 > 1.70 0.24 3.24 0.25
EIS QSOB 52 004827.83 −292123.8 20.57 0.05 > 2.51 0.16 2.61 0.17
EIS QSOB 53 004831.62 −294515.9 20.52 0.05 > 1.67 0.32 3.39 0.32
EIS QSOB 54 004838.67 −295030.5 20.30 0.05 > 2.10 0.25 2.91 0.25
EIS QSOB 55 004840.04 −292356.0 19.93 0.04 > 2.50 0.10 2.67 0.10
EIS QSOB 56 004842.85 −292604.8 20.03 0.04 > 2.60 0.12 2.74 0.12
EIS QSOB 57 004842.93 −292052.4 20.60 0.05 > 2.57 0.22 2.49 0.23
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Table 7. Continued.
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS QSOB 58 004846.70 −291331.0 19.62 0.02 > 2.58 0.14 3.37 0.14
EIS QSOB 59 004850.70 −293100.7 20.96 0.06 > 2.60 0.20 2.33 0.21
EIS QSOB 60 004900.87 −292320.1 20.98 0.08 > 2.71 0.14 2.00 0.16
EIS QSOB 61 004902.39 −294832.0 20.91 0.11 > 3.18 0.15 1.92 0.19
EIS QSOB 62 004913.25 −295329.1 20.53 0.06 > 2.24 0.27 2.83 0.28
EIS QSOB 63 004914.19 −292347.1 19.64 0.03 > 2.46 0.08 2.73 0.09
EIS QSOB 64 004925.56 −291611.0 20.98 0.06 > 2.61 0.19 2.06 0.20
EIS QSOB 65 004925.61 −291520.9 20.19 0.04 > 2.23 0.17 3.07 0.17
EIS QSOB 66 004926.46 −293036.8 20.81 0.05 > 2.37 0.26 2.67 0.26
EIS QSOB 67 004928.96 −292923.8 20.27 0.03 > 2.37 0.18 3.18 0.18
EIS QSOB 68 004929.81 −292353.5 20.55 0.06 > 1.37 0.20 3.09 0.21
EIS QSOB 69 004932.65 −291832.3 20.25 0.04 > 2.41 0.14 2.84 0.15
EIS QSOB 70 004934.33 −293953.7 20.46 0.04 > 2.59 0.19 2.96 0.20
EIS QSOB 71 004941.58 −295235.2 20.42 0.04 > 2.88 0.14 2.44 0.15
EIS QSOB 72 004943.18 −291430.5 20.68 0.05 > 1.39 0.42 3.50 0.43
EIS QSOB 73 004943.49 −293938.5 20.58 0.05 > 2.14 0.26 3.27 0.27
EIS QSOB 74 004944.25 −292816.9 20.07 0.04 > 1.92 0.19 3.08 0.19
EIS QSOB 75 004947.52 −291517.0 20.36 0.04 > 2.81 0.12 2.31 0.13
EIS QSOB 76 004950.13 −291656.0 20.54 0.05 > 2.33 0.17 2.59 0.17
EIS QSOB 77 004951.67 −291427.4 20.57 0.05 > 1.85 0.22 3.07 0.23
EIS QSOB 78 004952.98 −295306.2 20.66 0.08 > 2.85 0.25 2.49 0.26
EIS QSOB 79 004958.62 −291403.7 20.99 0.07 > 1.85 0.20 2.51 0.21
EIS QSOB 80 004958.73 −292059.2 20.81 0.06 > 1.84 0.20 2.74 0.21
EIS QSOB 81 005000.00 −292502.3 20.14 0.04 > 1.70 0.16 3.17 0.17
EIS QSOB 82 005000.68 −295125.5 20.90 0.09 > 2.47 0.31 2.61 0.32
EIS QSOB 83 005003.37 −291542.8 20.24 0.04 > 2.49 0.18 2.53 0.19
EIS QSOB 84 005007.37 −292732.0 20.87 0.10 > 2.31 0.12 1.92 0.15
EIS QSOB 85 005021.47 −292545.1 20.46 0.04 > 2.37 0.20 2.79 0.20
EIS QSOB 86 005021.86 −291741.1 20.52 0.05 > 2.23 0.16 2.54 0.17
EIS QSOB 87 005022.85 −291549.1 19.56 0.02 > 2.32 0.13 3.22 0.13
EIS QSOB 88 005031.00 −294124.1 20.78 0.05 > 2.65 0.21 2.69 0.22
EIS QSOB 89 005033.26 −292305.9 19.61 0.02 > 2.68 0.12 3.23 0.12
EIS QSOB 90 005033.58 −292001.3 20.25 0.04 > 2.75 0.11 2.27 0.12
EIS QSOB 91 005035.16 −291713.0 20.90 0.07 > 2.07 0.22 2.38 0.23
EIS QSOB 92 005037.43 −292327.0 20.78 0.05 > 1.73 0.24 3.13 0.25
EIS QSOB 93 005038.60 −294207.1 20.50 0.04 > 2.61 0.22 3.02 0.23
EIS QSOB 94 005038.82 −295150.7 20.77 0.08 > 2.54 0.29 2.76 0.30
EIS QSOB 95 005041.39 −291730.1 20.14 0.05 > 2.30 0.18 2.39 0.18
EIS QSOB 96 005044.83 −294347.3 20.33 0.05 > 2.73 0.29 2.91 0.29
EIS QSOB 97 005045.46 −293329.2 20.31 0.03 > 2.37 0.20 3.29 0.20
EIS QSOB 98 005046.94 −291553.2 20.45 0.05 > 2.22 0.16 2.29 0.17
EIS QSOB 99 005049.20 −292509.1 20.03 0.03 > 3.28 0.12 2.75 0.12
EIS QSOB 100 005050.95 −291847.6 19.93 0.03 > 2.43 0.10 2.57 0.11
EIS QSOB 101 005052.21 −294932.7 20.81 0.07 > 1.90 0.31 3.25 0.32
EIS QSOB 102 005052.22 −294425.6 20.76 0.06 > 2.35 0.22 2.99 0.23
EIS QSOB 103 005053.49 −294355.5 21.00 0.07 > 2.62 0.29 2.54 0.30
EIS QSOB 104 005054.29 −291403.6 20.27 0.04 > 2.13 0.19 2.55 0.20
EIS QSOB 105 005057.65 −293151.1 20.93 0.05 > 2.37 0.22 2.79 0.23
EIS QSOB 106 005108.70 −294735.6 20.46 0.04 > 2.12 0.37 3.41 0.37
EIS QSOB 107 005111.28 −294435.2 20.77 0.07 > 2.36 0.20 2.81 0.22
EIS QSOB 108 005117.08 −293322.8 20.76 0.05 > 2.46 0.21 2.78 0.21
EIS QSOB 109 005123.83 −294915.5 20.77 0.05 > 2.51 0.22 2.87 0.22
EIS QSOB 110 005131.02 −294549.3 20.53 0.04 > 2.20 0.36 3.35 0.37
EIS QSOB 111 005140.96 −293654.3 20.67 0.05 > 3.09 0.16 2.19 0.17
EIS QSOB 112 005152.19 −294027.9 20.89 0.06 > 2.44 0.23 2.77 0.23
EIS QSOB 113 005208.34 −294302.0 20.78 0.06 > 2.25 0.33 2.98 0.33
EIS QSOB 114 005215.47 −293556.2 20.52 0.04 > 2.30 0.32 3.15 0.32
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Table 7. Continued.
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I)
EIS QSOB 115 005226.34 −294232.6 20.50 0.04 > 2.30 0.37 3.35 0.37
EIS QSOB 116 005229.75 −294519.1 20.38 0.05 > 3.22 0.22 2.32 0.22
EIS QSOB 117 005232.78 −293453.2 20.39 0.04 > 2.20 0.24 3.39 0.25
EIS QSOB 118 005238.19 −293339.5 20.80 0.05 > 2.28 0.22 2.86 0.22
EIS QSOB 119 005240.58 −293526.8 20.66 0.05 > 2.90 0.24 2.41 0.25
EIS QSOB 120 005246.61 −294314.5 20.47 0.04 > 3.16 0.22 2.49 0.22
EIS QSOB 121 005247.74 −293453.8 20.59 0.05 > 2.34 0.19 2.95 0.20
EIS QSOB 122 005310.88 −295211.2 20.26 0.04 > 2.86 0.24 2.94 0.25
EIS QSOB 123 005326.89 −294829.2 20.12 0.04 > 2.85 0.20 3.02 0.20
EIS QSOB 124 005333.13 −293644.2 20.87 0.06 > 2.69 0.20 2.35 0.21
EIS QSOB 125 005333.35 −294308.5 20.76 0.06 > 2.53 0.21 2.83 0.22
EIS QSOB 126 005334.50 −293623.8 20.70 0.05 > 2.17 0.22 3.08 0.23
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Table 8. Quasar Candidates (low redshift).
ID α (J2000.0) δ I εI (B-V) ε(B−V) (V-I) ε(V−I) Notes
EIS QLZ 1 004525.31 −293607.1 19.58 0.02 0.12 0.03 0.87 0.03
EIS QLZ 2 004525.32 −293419.2 20.70 0.07 −0.02 0.06 0.65 0.09
EIS QLZ 3 004540.31 −294035.8 19.68 0.03 0.15 0.02 0.61 0.04
EIS QLZ 4 004545.07 −295232.3 21.13 0.08 0.23 0.10 0.76 0.10
EIS QLZ 5 004601.42 −293040.0 20.15 0.04 0.22 0.04 0.74 0.05
EIS QLZ 6 004612.25 −293110.3 19.10 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.79 0.02 ICS96 004345.8-294733
EIS QLZ 7 004616.10 −295010.9 17.86 0.00 0.22 0.01 0.68 0.01 QSO 0043-3006, z = 1.124
EIS QLZ 8 004623.24 −292137.0 20.35 0.04 0.14 0.05 0.87 0.05
EIS QLZ 9 004623.78 −294832.9 19.26 0.02 0.17 0.02 0.78 0.02
EIS QLZ 10 004630.57 −293959.2 20.51 0.07 0.22 0.06 0.88 0.08
EIS QLZ 11 004637.56 −295325.2 20.22 0.04 −0.05 0.05 0.92 0.06
EIS QLZ 12 004651.71 −292452.5 19.43 0.02 0.15 0.02 0.68 0.02
EIS QLZ 13 004653.48 −292126.4 21.64 0.10 0.06 0.17 0.56 0.12
EIS QLZ 14 004717.09 −295315.4 20.03 0.03 0.09 0.04 0.76 0.04
EIS QLZ 15 004720.09 −295150.2 22.54 0.19 0.11 0.28 0.64 0.26
EIS QLZ 16 004728.91 −291834.7 19.21 0.03 0.12 0.02 0.57 0.04
EIS QLZ 17 004730.71 −294630.2 17.42 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.67 0.01 [CT83] 92, z = 2.021
EIS QLZ 18 004745.30 −293936.2 19.43 0.02 0.19 0.02 0.57 0.02
EIS QLZ 19 004751.33 −294118.2 19.77 0.02 0.23 0.03 0.76 0.03
EIS QLZ 20 004751.55 −293603.5 18.53 0.01 0.19 0.01 0.66 0.01
EIS QLZ 21 004751.92 −294258.8 21.00 0.07 0.12 0.07 0.73 0.09
EIS QLZ 22 004752.14 −292805.3 20.50 0.05 0.24 0.06 0.63 0.05
EIS QLZ 23 004806.89 −291403.2 21.61 0.11 0.20 0.21 1.00 0.15
EIS QLZ 24 004816.66 −292412.0 20.96 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.95 0.08
EIS QLZ 25 004822.62 −293630.8 19.12 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.77 0.02
EIS QLZ 26 004825.51 −295337.7 19.37 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.76 0.03
EIS QLZ 27 004825.67 −293758.5 21.28 0.08 −0.24 0.11 0.91 0.12
EIS QLZ 28 004839.50 −293558.9 19.40 0.02 0.12 0.02 0.66 0.02
EIS QLZ 29 004906.47 −294046.1 20.00 0.03 0.12 0.03 0.71 0.04
EIS QLZ 30 004907.34 −291812.6 20.48 0.04 0.22 0.06 0.74 0.06
EIS QLZ 31 004949.67 −291655.0 19.71 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.86 0.03
EIS QLZ 32 004958.15 −293312.6 20.92 0.05 0.12 0.07 0.77 0.07
EIS QLZ 33 005000.15 −291911.6 21.17 0.08 0.16 0.15 0.88 0.11
EIS QLZ 34 005005.11 −292502.1 20.36 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.77 0.05
EIS QLZ 35 005012.81 −294032.1 20.15 0.03 0.19 0.04 0.72 0.04
EIS QLZ 36 005025.10 −295101.7 19.96 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.86 0.05
EIS QLZ 37 005028.11 −293126.1 19.41 0.02 0.21 0.02 0.54 0.02
EIS QLZ 38 005033.18 −293613.7 19.70 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.68 0.03
EIS QLZ 39 005041.81 −293615.9 18.56 0.01 0.11 0.01 0.73 0.01 QSO 0048-298, z = 2.028
EIS QLZ 40 005047.73 −292046.6 20.44 0.07 0.11 0.10 0.69 0.08
EIS QLZ 41 005101.05 −294907.2 19.91 0.07 0.17 0.04 0.62 0.07
EIS QLZ 42 005111.99 −295247.5 19.52 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.88 0.03
EIS QLZ 43 005140.09 −294445.7 20.10 0.03 0.20 0.04 0.94 0.05
EIS QLZ 44 005214.74 −293949.7 20.85 0.06 0.18 0.06 0.52 0.08
EIS QLZ 45 005253.76 −294442.2 19.02 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.76 0.02 QSO 0050-300, z = 1.922
EIS QLZ 46 005327.75 −294538.5 19.21 0.02 0.17 0.02 0.81 0.02 QSO 0051-300, z = 2.25
EIS QLZ 47 005333.69 −294910.5 20.67 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.79 0.07
EIS QLZ 48 005340.66 −294301.3 19.55 0.02 −0.06 0.03 0.84 0.03
